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What are the hyperons?
I They are @@@ systems with at least one strange quark.

Figure: Baryon octet (spin = 1
2 ).
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What are the hyperons? (cont.)

Figure: Baryon decuplet (spin = 3
2 ).
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What are the hyperons? (cont.)

I 1961 - Gell-Mann and Ne’eman, "The Eightfold Way".
I These multiplets arise from possible combinations of the three lightest

quark flavors D, 3, B.
I For @@ systems:
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What are the hyperons? (cont.)
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Why the hyperon sector?
I Most of the observed mass in our Universe is composed of stable nuclei

containing protons and neutrons.
I How do the quarks interact inside the hadrons? Different energy range

implies different behavior.

I UB is the "running" coupling of the
strong interaction (QCD).

I The lower the energy, the larger UB is:
confinement regime.

Zyla et al. (PDG), (2020)
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Perturbation theory
I The interaction between the DFs of our theory is written as a Taylor

series in the expansion parameter, i.e. the strong coupling UB .
I The validity of the approximation depends on whether UB << 1:

+ + + ...

Figure: Credit Astrid Blin

+ + ...

tree-level one-loop
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bN7vCWqmlyA
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Non-perturbative regime

I Perturbative QCD breaks down at the scale ΛQCD ∼ 1 GeV.
I In this energy regime, UB ' 1:

+ + + ...

I Need for a quantitative description of hadron interaction
without using quarks. The relevant DFs (hadrons) are not the
microscopic ones (quarks): effective field theory.

But in the meantime...
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Spontaneous symmetry breaking

Figure: Example from A. Salam, adapted by S. Leupold in "QCD and EFT" course, UU.

The ground state (the dinner) does not possess the same
symmetry of the initial Lagrangian (the dinner table).
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SSB (cont.)

Feature A
A physical theory may have a symmetry group = it is left unchanged by
transformations that belong to that group.

This symmetry is not shared by
the ground state.

Feature B
For every broken symmetry, massless DF’s arise: Goldstone bosons.
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Some particle properties
I Helicity: projection of spin vector on momentum direction.

®?.

B. →
right-handed

®?.

B. →
left-handed

I Chirality: ability to transform as left-handed or right-handed. For
massless particles, chirality = helicity.

Figure: Massive particle under Lorentz boost, picture from this video.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OaGykaQjFcM
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Chiral perturbation theory

I Vacuum expectation value (VEV), or ground state

〈0|@@ |0〉

Treatment idea: <D,3,B << ΛQCD ∼ 1 GeV.

LQCD
<@=0
−→ LjPT = @'8 /�@' + @!8 /�@! + ...

LjPT invariant under chiral symmetry (* (3)! × (* (3)'.
I And VEV?
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Chiral perturbation theory (cont.)
SSB features:
A. Lagrangian has a symmetry that ground state does not share.

B. Massless Goldstone bosons arise, as many as the generators of the
broken symmetry group.

In our case, (* (3) has 8 generators:

The "massless" Goldstone bosons are
the pseudoscalar octet mesons!

Approximate symmetry: in reality
<@ ≠ 0, but at these energies the

approximation is quite good.

Figure: Meson octet (spin = 0).
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Motivation
I Polarization parameter UΛ at BESIII (�� production) was found 17%

higher than world average [Nature Physics 15 (2019)], [PRL 129, 131801 (2022)]

Figure: Sequential decay of produced baryon at BESIII [Nature Physics 606 (2022)].

Decay angular distribution
3Γ

3Ω
∝ 1 + U8 ®%8 · ?̂8 , 8 = Λ,Ξ
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41567-019-0494-8
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.129.131801
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-022-04624-1


Non-leptonic decays

I Non-leptonic decays � → 1c

®�� = ®(1 + ®(c + ®!

I amplitude:
M ∝ ( + W5%

connected to U� via

U� =
2<((∗%)
|( |2 + |% |2

Updated U implies updated amplitude value, updated
parameters of our theory!
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Caveat

In reality, the three lightest quark flavors are massive;

the chiral symmetry of our Lagrangian is approximate.

Such approximation was that the octet mesons are quasi-massless;

we expect a small correction to show that the symmetry is not exact.

Massive mesons break (* (3) by a small amount, so we expect a small
(* (3)-violating correction;

so far, it is agreed that (-waves have a small correction, while %-wave
corrections do not converge!
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Procedure
Our theory:

Lweak ⊃ ℎ� tr�{b†ℎb, �} + ℎ� tr�[b†ℎb, �] + ℎ� tr) ` (b†ℎb))`

Possible interaction vertices:

The resulting amplitudes:

(theory, %theory = 0 ℎ� + 1 ℎ� + 2 ℎ�

From experimental data:

(expt, %expt = 5 (U, Γ)

Goal
To fit (theory to (expt using least squares method to obtain values of ℎ�,�,� .
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S-wave diagrams

Figure: S-wave 1-loop corrections, Jenkins, [Nucl. Phys. B 375 (1992)]
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/055032139290111N


P-wave diagrams

Figure: P-wave 1-loop corrections, Jenkins, [Nucl. Phys. B 375 (1992)]
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/055032139290111N


Subject of study

I Δ( = 1
transitions:
I Σ+ → =c+
I Σ− → =c−
I Λ → ?c−
I Ξ− → Λc−

Figure: Baryon octet (spin = 1
2 ).

I Old works: [Nucl. Phys. B 375 (1992)], [PRD 61, 114014 (2000)], [EPJC 6 (1999)]:
heavy-baryon approximation, non-relativistic.
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/055032139290111N
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.61.114014
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s100529800896


Preliminary results

Directly from the updated measurements of the decay asymmetry parameter
U, decay width Γ, the new values of (expt, %expt are

Decay ( (old % %old

Σ+ → =c+ 0.06 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01 1.81 ± 0.01 1.81 ± 0.01
Σ+ → ?c0 −1.39 ± 0.02 −1.43 ± 0.05 1.25 ± 0.03 1.17 ± 0.07
Σ− → =c− 1.91 ± 0.01 1.88 ± 0.01 −0.07 ± 0.01 −0.06 ± 0.01
Λ → ?c− 1.38 ± 0.01 1.42 ± 0.01 0.63 ± 0.01 0.52 ± 0.02
Λ → =c0 −1.05 ± 0.01 −1.04 ± 0.01 −0.42 ± 0.01 −0.39 ± 0.04
Ξ− → Λc− −2.00 ± 0.01 −1.98 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.01 0.48 ± 0.02
Ξ0 → Λc0 1.51 ± 0.01 1.52 ± 0.02 0.27 ± 0.01 −0.33 ± 0.02

Table: Comparison between amplitude values [NPB 375 (1992)].

These are the new reference values for these amplitudes.
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/055032139290111N


Preliminary results (cont.)

Next step:
I We take the full amplitude:

(theory = (tree + (loop

and fit it to the new reference values (expt to obtain new ℎ�,�,� values.

I Current issue: in general, (, % may be complex, but the reference
values are all real! Ideally,

=[M] << <[M]

This might have to do with the renormalization procedure, probably
missing counterterms: currently under discussion.

I End goal: gathering all the results in a joint publication between
Warsaw, Uppsala and Valencia.

Thank you for your attention!
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